
With Workfront’s new mobile app for iOS and Android devices, your marketers and other 
enterprise teams can better manage their work and move projects toward completion in or 
out of the office.  Key project stakeholders can view work items, create tasks, provide updates 
and comments to existing projects and tasks, communicate with peers through the company 
directory feature, log time on tasks, digitally proof documents and creative assets, and much 
more - all within the mobile app, from wherever, whenever.

Workfront’s mobile app:  
Helping keep your  
projects on track

The Workfront mobile app helps your team members to centrally manage all their projects and 
ad-hoc work, with the added convenience of mobility.  Here is a quick overview of how our 
mobile app manages work for marketing and other enterprise teams.

Work Requests

Your team members are easily 
able to manage both individual 
work requests as well as requests 
for their teams, including accepting 
those assignments or reassigning 
them to someone else.
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Log Time

Being able to log and 
track time on a per task 
basis is important for 
ensuring accurate resource 
accountability and billing on 
projects by your creative, 
marketing and other 
enterprise teams.   

Task Details

To ensure that your team 
members are able to 
understand the scope of 
a request, the task details 
screen provides a single, 
comprehensive view of 
deadline dates, status, 
priority, percent complete, 
time logged against the task, 
a comment stream, and the 
ability to view any associated 
documents.Android iPhone
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Access to documents 
 
Providing seamless access to documents attached to 
projects and tasks allows for the continuation of work 
management. Your employees can preview, digitally 
proof, and review or download documents directly 
within the app - tasks that previously required being 
on your computer. Combined with the ProofHQ mobile 
app, your team will be able to easily proof assets and 
provide feedback on those assets right from their tablet 
or phone.   

Process Approvals

With just a single click, you can approve or reject work 
requests, documents, timesheets, or user access in  
real-time from anywhere, at any time.
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Company Directory & Contact Info

Our company directory feature allows your team 
members to search and find employees and view 
contact details, including email address, phone number, 
etc. Your team members can call, text, or email their 
colleagues directly via the app when viewing a team 
member’s information. From iOS devices, app users can 
also use the Spotlight feature to search for contacts and 
team members. 
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Real-Time Notification
Our push notifications allow your team members to stay 
in the loop on updates, comments, and requests for 
approvals via notifications regarding activity on projects.
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Conquer Work Chaos with Workfront
With an Enterprise Work Management solution like Workfront, your team will enjoy:

• An easy-to-use, adoptable platform

• Collaboration in the context of work

• Real-time visibility into all types of work

• Multi-methodology capabilities

• Customized reports and dashboards
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